Love & Happiness Blessings of Home Anniversary Diamond Easel
Link to the original blog post for this
project:
https://wp.me/p5snyt-kP5
Link to Video Tutorial:
https://youtu.be/XKKH6IIRgo4
Card Stock Cuts for this Project:
Basic White Thick Cardstock: 4 1/4" x 11"
card base, scored and folded at 2 1/8, 4 1/4"
and 5 1/2" - then cut on the diagonal as
shown in the template)
Misty Moonlight Cardstock: 2" x 4 1/8" (x2 mats for larger front non-diamond panel and
inside smaller portion of card); 1 1/8" x 4
1/8" (mat for narrow top-fold panel); 2 7/8"
x 2 7/8" (x2 - mats for diamond panels); 2" x
2" (x2 - each cut in half on the diagonal mats for small inside triangles)
Basic White Cardstock: 5/8” x 3 3/4” (front
sentiment); Next-to-Smallest Stitched So
Sweetly rectangle die cut (inside sentiment "easel stop"); 1 7/8" x 4" (inside "back"
sentiment)
Heart & Home DSP (Blue Pattern): 1 7/8" x
4" (larger front non-diamond panel); 1" x 4"
(narrow top-fold panel); 1 3/4" x 1 3/4" (x2 each cut in half on the diagonal - small inside
triangles)
Heart & Home DSP (Wood Pattern): 2 3/4" x
2 3/4" (for diamond panels); 3" x 6"
(envelope flap)

Instructions for this Project:
1. Score the 4 1/4" x 11" piece of Basic White Thick cardstock at 2 1/8", 4 1/4" and 5 1/2"
along the long side.
2. Mark the middle of one short end at 2 1/8” and cut from the mark to the first score line on
the diagonal - to create a handkerchief point.

3. Fold and burnish each of the score lines - starting with a valley fold at 2 1/8", mountain at 4
1/4" and then valley again at 5 1/2".
4. Use Liquid Glue between the 4 1/4" and 5 1/2" fold then close the card to create the topfold part of the card.
5. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the 1” x 4” piece of blue-design Heart & Home DSP on the 1 1/8”
x 4 1/8” piece of Misty Moonlight.
6. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the matted panel to the small “top-fold” portion of the card
front.
7. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the 1 7/8” x 4” piece of blue-design Heart & Home DSP on the 2”
x 4 1/8” piece of Misty Moonlight.
8. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the matted panel to the larger portion of the card front.
9. Use Liquid Glue to mat each of the two 2 3/4” x 2 3/4" pieces of wood-grain Heart & Home
DSP on the two 2 7/8” x 2 7/8” pieces of Misty Moonlight.
10. On a piece of Basic White, using the Stamparatus, to stamp the smaller Blessings of Home
floral image in Basic Gray.
11. Color the flowers with Misty Moonlight and Daffodil Delight Stampin' Blends Combos.
12. Color the leaves with a Garden Green Watercolor Pencil.
13. Use the matching die from the Flowers of Home die set to cut out the flower.
14. Use Stampin' Seal to adhere a "Z" of 3/8" Denim Ribbon to one of the matted squares - be
sure to keep the "diamond" orientation in mind.

15. Use Stampin' Dimensionals to adhere the die cut flower over the top of the ribbon.
16. Stamp the sentiment from Love & Happiness in Misty Moonlight on the 5/8” x 3 1/4" strip
of Basic White.
17. Use Paper Snips to cut banners in both ends.
18. Use Liquid Glue and Stampin’ Dimensionals to adhere the sentiment over the flowers.
19. Stamp the second Love & Happiness sentiment in Misty Moonlight on the 1 7/8” x 4” piece
of Basic White cardstock.
20. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the panel to the second 2” x 4 1/8” piece of Misty Moonlight
cardstock.
21. Use Liquid Glue to adhere it to the smaller inside portion of the card.
22. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the four small triangles (cut from the 1 3/4” x 1 3/4” squares) of
blue-design Heart & Home DSP to the four small triangles (cut from the 2” x 2” squares)
of Misty Moonlight.
23. Lay out the four triangles and the second matted 2 7/8” x 2 7/8” "diamond" on the back
panel.
24. Use Liquid Glue to adhere them all into place.
25. Mask off the “my love” part of the “Happy Anniversary My Love” sentiment from Love &
Happiness sentiment with small sticky notes.
26. Stamp the remaining portion of the sentiment in Misty Moonlight on a piece of Basic White
cardstock.
27. Use the next-to-smallest rectangle in the Stitched So Sweetly Die set to cut out the
sentiment.
28. Adhere the die cut sentiment to the back panel to create the "easel stop”.

29. Use Liquid Glue to adhere the front diamond (with the sentiment) to the handkerchief point
on the front.
30. Use a Glue Dot to add a Bumble Bee Trinket to the card front and to the "easel stop".
31. Stamp and color the Blessings of Home floral on the front of a Basic White Medium
Envelope.
32. Use Liquid Glue to run a thin line around the edges of the envelope flap. Lay the 3” x 6”
piece of Heart & Home DSP over the flap and rub it lightly to ensure it’s stuck down.
33. Use your Paper Snips to cut off the excess paper.
34. DONE!
Please click on the links to the right to see and purchase the available item(s) in my Online
Store:
Stitched So Sweetly Dies [151690] - Sale: $25.60 - http://msb.im/1LWD
Basic White 8-1/2" X 11" Thick Cardstock [159229] - Sale: $7.42 - http://msb.im/1LWE
Misty Moonlight 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [153081] - Sale: $7.87 - http://msb.im/1LWF
Basic White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock [159276] - Sale: $8.77 - http://msb.im/1LWG
Misty Moonlight Classic Stampin' Pad [153118] - Sale: $6.37 - http://msb.im/1LWH
Basic Gray Classic Stampin' Pad [149165] - Sale: $6.37 - http://msb.im/1LWI
Misty Moonlight Stampin' Blends Combo Pack [153108] - Price: $9.00 - http://msb.im/1LWJ
Daffodil Delight Stampin' Blends Combo Pack [154883] - Price: $9.00 - http://msb.im/1LWK
Watercolor Pencils Assortment 2 [149014] - Price: $12.50 - http://msb.im/1LWL
Bumblebee Trinkets [155568] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1LWM
Basic White Medium Envelopes [159236] - Price: $7.50 - http://msb.im/1LWN

Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755] - Price: $4.00 - http://msb.im/1LWO
Stampin' Seal [152813] - Price: $8.00 - http://msb.im/1LWP
Stampin' Dimensionals [104430] - Price: $4.00 - http://msb.im/1LWQ
Paper Trimmer [152392] - Price: $25.00 - http://msb.im/1LWR
Simply Scored Scoring Tool [122334] - Price: $30.00 - http://msb.im/1LWS
Stamparatus [146276] - Price: $49.00 - http://msb.im/1LWT

